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This work is the first study of mixed trihalide anions in the gas phase. We report the photochemistry and photodissociation dynamics of BrICl\(^-\) and IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) near 400 nm. For BrICl\(^-\), two major photodissociation channels yielding IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\) products are observed. The photodissociation of IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) yields primarily IBr\(^-\) anion products. No BrCl\(^-\) and Br\(_2\)\(^-\) fragments are formed from BrICl\(^-\) and IBr\(_2\)\(^-\), respectively, and the parent anions are ascribed linear [Br–I–Cl\(^-\)]\(^-\) and [Br–I–Br\(^-\)]\(^-\) structures, in agreement with ab initio calculations. The IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\) products are produced in highly vibrationally excited states. We observe fragment vibrational coherence in femtosecond pump–probe measurements by probing nascent IBr\(^-\) via its photodissociation to I\(^+\) + Br. The IBr\(^-\) vibrational periods observed in the photodissociation of BrICl\(^-\) correspond to excitations of \(\sim 80\%\) of the IBr\(^-\) dissociation energy (\(D_e\)). In IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) dissociation, the average vibrational excitation of IBr\(^-\) is 84–91% of \(D_e\). The high degrees of vibrational excitation raise questions about the effect of the proximity to the dissociation threshold on the dynamics of coherent wave packets. We analyze these dynamics analytically and by means of wave packet simulations and observe smearing of expected wave packet revivals.

I. Introduction

Detailed studies of gas-phase dynamics in small chemical systems serve as the foundation for understanding both gas-phase and condensed-phase chemistry. Comparison of gas-phase and cluster dynamics to behavior in solution allows for discerning the role of solvation in chemical reactions. One species playing a prominent role in modern chemistry as a model for testing physical theories is the triiodide anion, I\(_3\)\(^-\). The recent studies of ultrafast dynamics of the photodissociation of I\(_3\)\(^-\) in solution\(^1\)–\(^11\) and in the gas phase\(^12\)–\(^14\) demonstrated vibrational coherence in the I\(_3\)\(^-\) fragment and yielded valuable information about dissipative phenomena involving highly excited molecules in solution. These experiments extended the earlier work on the photodissociation dynamics of HgI\(_2\) in the gas phase\(^15\)–\(^18\) and in solution\(^19\)–\(^22\) and motivated broad theoretical research on vibrational coherence and wave packet dynamics with and without the effects of solvation.\(^23\)–\(^29\)

As attractive as they are from both experimental and fundamental viewpoints, the studies of the triiodide anion cannot be extended in some important ways. Because both I\(_3\)\(^-\) bonds are identical, it is impossible to exert control on the dissociation and achieve selective bond breaking. It is also difficult to determine experimentally the probability for electron localization on a given I atom in three-body I\(_3\)\(^-\) \(\rightarrow 2I + I^-\) photodissociation. Only recently, through extensive modeling of time-dependent photoelectron spectra, have Neumark and co-workers shown that the I\(^-\) photofragment is most likely formed via concerted three-body dissociation along the I\(_3\)\(^-\) symmetric stretch coordinate.\(^13\)

In addition, the photofragment kinetic energy release measurements by the same group have indicated that in three-body dissociation the excess electron localizes on the middle I atom.\(^30\)

The experimental task of identifying reaction pathways is simplified tremendously if the three atoms composing the trihalide anion are not identical. Compared to I\(_3\)\(^-\), the photochemistry and dynamics of mixed trihalide anions is richer, because of an increased number of identifiable reaction pathways. In this publication, we report for the first time the efficient formation, photochemistry, and gas-phase photodissociation dynamics of two mixed trihalide anions: BrICl\(^-\) and BrIBr\(^-\). To date, the only other studies of mixed trihalide anions are the work on the photodissociation of IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) and IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) in solution, currently in progress in the group of Ruhman.\(^7,31\) In section III, we describe a straightforward method for preparing gas-phase BrICl\(^-\) and BrIBr\(^-\), which can be used to synthesize any trihalide anions of interest.

The first question about the mixed trihalide anions concerns their structure. Three different isomers of BrICl\(^-\) are possible: BrClI\(^-\), BrICl\(^-\), and IClBr\(^-\). For IBr\(_2\)\(^-\), two different species (IBr\(^-\) and IBrBr\(^-\)) may exist on the ground-state potential energy surface. Structural isomers can complicate the analysis of photochemistry and dynamics beyond the possibility of detailed understanding. However, the results reported here dictate the following rule defining the minimum energy structures: the most stable isomer is the one with the heaviest atom in the middle. This rule is in accord with chemical intuition, and we expect it to be general for all mixed trihalides.

In interpreting the experimental results, we draw parallels with spectroscopy and dynamics of the triiodide anion. The UV absorption spectrum of I\(_3\)\(^-\) consists of two broad bands centered at 360 and 290 nm, and the solution-phase dissociation via either of these bands has been shown to yield I\(_3\)\(^-\) fragments.\(^4,9\) In addition, the gas-phase experiment by Zanni et al. has indicated
the efficient production of $\Gamma^-$, which was not observed in solution, possibly because of the difficulty of detecting the closed-shell atomic fragment. The photodissociation of BrICl reported here leads to two major fragment channels, BrICl + Cl and ICl + Br, which are equivalent to the $I_2^-$ channel in $I_3^-$. The existence of two distinct pathways, probably evolving on the same electronic surface, is an attractive feature of asymmetric trihalides, raising a possibility for future studies of reaction control.

The femtosecond experiments on $I_3^-$ in solution and in the gas phase revealed vibrational coherence in the $I_2^-$ fragment with a varying degree of vibrational excitation. The solution-phase experiments demonstrated a distribution of photofragments with the average vibrational quantum number $\langle \nu \rangle = 12,24$ which corresponds to an excitation of about $\sim 16\%$ of the $I_2^-$ dissociation energy (1.01 eV). In the gas phase, the average excitation was found to be much higher, $\sim 70\%$ of the dissociation energy. The difference is partly due to fast solvent-induced relaxation of $I_2^-$ fragments in solution.

In accord with the $I_3^-$ experiments, we observe vibrational coherence in the diatomic products of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ photodissociation. The observed vibrational periods correspond to even greater product excitations than in the gas-phase photodissociation of $I_3^-$. The vibrational excitation can be controlled, among other factors, by varying the chemical identity of the parent trihalide anion. The comparison of ab initio results with experimental observations shows that the greater vibrational excitation of IBr$^-$ fragments is at least partly due to the larger change in equilibrium I−Br bond length in the IBr$^-$ product from that in the triatomic anion, as compared to the analogous change in I−I equilibrium bond lengths in $I_3^- \rightarrow I_2^- + I$ dissociation.

The high vibrational excitation of the photodissociation products raises the question of how the proximity to the dissociation threshold affects the dynamics of coherent vibrational wave packets. Far from the threshold, these dynamics in an isolated system usually can be described in terms of a classical vibrational period and a period of the so-called “revivals”. The initial wave packet created in an experiment is localized, and for a short time, it behaves classically. The periodic oscillations in the experimental signal reflect the motion of the wave packet obeying the laws of Newtonian mechanics, for a short time. Following the short era of classical behavior, the wave packet spreads, and the vibrational motion can no longer be observed in a classical sense. However, if the vibrational level spacings decrease with the quantum number at a constant rate, the corresponding frequencies belong to a linear progression. Consequently, after a certain time, the oscillations at all different frequencies come back into phase with each other and another short era of classical behavior follows.

This common picture of wave packet revivals depends on the assumption of first-order anharmonicity, which, strictly speaking, is only valid for the Morse oscillator. The behavior of real molecular systems far from the dissociation threshold can be approximated by this model, because deviations from the first-order anharmonicity are rather small. The situation changes radically near the threshold, where the level spacings become small and the anharmonicity changes rapidly with energy. In this case, the different frequencies involved in the near-threshold wave packet no longer belong to the same linear progression, even approximately. We analyze the problem of wave packet dynamics near the dissociation threshold in this paper.

Since no previous data on the BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ anions are available, this Introduction is followed by a discussion of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ energetics. We calculate the dissociation energies by an ab initio method and compare them to the energetics of $I_3^-$. Section III describes the experimental techniques and the apparatus. In particular, a method for efficient formation of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ anions is described. Section IV presents the experimental results, including the mass-spectroscopic measurements of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ photofragmentation and the femtosecond pump–probe measurements of the appearance and vibrational dynamics of diatomic photofragments. In Section V, we discuss the observed dissociation channels and possible mechanisms and analyze the vibrational dynamics of the IBr$^-$ fragments.

II. Dissociation Energetics of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ Anions

The zero-order energetics and structure of the BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ anions are investigated using density functional theory (DFT). The calculations are carried out with Gaussian 98 at the level of Barone and Adamo’s Becke-style one-parameter exchange functional $mPW1PW$. For open-shell and closed-shell systems, the spin-unrestricted and spin-restricted methods are used, respectively. For iodine, we use the relativistic effective core potential of Hay and Wadt, combined with a double-$\zeta$ valence basis set (LanL2DZ). This basis is augmented with uncontracted diffuse $s$ and $p$ functions (exponents 0.0569 and 0.0330, respectively) and $d$ and $f$ polarization functions (exponents 0.292 and 0.441, respectively). For bromine and chlorine, the 6-311+G(d) all-electron basis sets are used. For all species larger than an atom, the energies are calculated after full geometry optimizations.

The calculated energetics of the BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ anions are summarized in Figure 1. For comparison, also shown are the dissociation energies of $I_3^-$ calculated by the same method. No attempt was made to account for the spin–orbit coupling. The zero-point vibrational energy corrections are not included. As expected, we find that the linear $[Br−I−Cl]^−$ isomer is the most stable form of BrICl$^-$. For all trihalides, the ground-state anion
geometry is linear, with most of the charge localized on the two end atoms. The BrICl\textsuperscript{−} configuration is stabilized relative to IBrCl\textsuperscript{−} and IClBr\textsuperscript{−} by the greater electronegativity of Cl and Br, compared to I, and by the screening effect of the large I atom, shielding the partially charged Cl and Br from each other. The next lowest configuration (the IBrCl\textsuperscript{−} anion) is calculated to be 0.57 eV higher in energy. Similarly, BrIBr\textsuperscript{−} is the most stable form of IBr\textsubscript{2}−, lying 0.49 eV lower than the IBrBr\textsuperscript{−} anion. The vibrational frequencies of BrClI\textsuperscript{−}, BrBrI\textsuperscript{−}, and I\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{−}, calculated using the mPW1PW method, are summarized in Table 1. Note the agreement between the calculated and measured\textsuperscript{12,13,44} symmetric stretch frequencies of I\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−}.

By virtue of the state-of-the-art, our analysis does not include spin–orbit effects, which are expected to play major roles in both spectroscopy and dynamics. The spin–orbit splittings lead to the multiplicity of potentials in any one of the open-shell fragment channels in Figure 1. In addition, the DFT calculations overestimate the bond dissociation energies of open-shell species, in part, because of the omission of the spin–orbit effects. For example, in Figure 1, the dissociation energy of I\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} is found to be 1.32 eV, compared to an experimental value of 1.01 eV.\textsuperscript{41,42} The accuracy of the calculations is better for closed-shell species. For example, the bond strength of I\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{−} for dissociation to the closed shell I\textsubscript{2} + I\textsuperscript{−} products is calculated to be 1.40 eV, compared to 1.31 ± 0.06 eV measured in a collision-induced dissociation experiment by Do et al.\textsuperscript{43}

III. Experiment

The tandem time-of-flight (TOF) ion beam apparatus has been described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{44} The negative ions are formed and cooled in an electron impact ionized pulsed supersonic expansion\textsuperscript{45} and mass analyzed in a Wiley–McLaren TOF mass spectrometer. To form BrClI\textsuperscript{−}, the gas sample for the supersonic expansion is prepared by passing a 5% mixture of CH\textsubscript{3}Br in Ar over ICl heated to about 40 °C to increase the vapor pressure. The resulting mixture is expanded into vacuum through a pulsed (80 Hz) supersonic nozzle (General Valve, Series 9) at a backing pressure of 3 atm. The expansion is crossed with a 1 keV electron beam close to the nozzle orifice. About 15 cm downstream from the nozzle, the anions are pulse extracted into the Wiley–McLaren TOF mass spectrometer.

Figure 2a shows a mass spectrum of precursor anions formed by co-expanding ICl and CH\textsubscript{3}Br seeded in the Ar carrier gas. Figure 2b shows a corresponding mass spectrum for an IBr/CH\textsubscript{3}Br expansion in Ar. The BrICl\textsuperscript{−} and IBr\textsubscript{2}− anions correspond to the most intense peaks in the respective mass spectra. These anions are probably formed by attachment of slow secondary electrons to complex neutral clusters, as solvent evaporation and collisions remove the excess energy.\textsuperscript{45} An alternative mechanism involving a solvent-assisted association of ICl or IBr with Br− generated by dissociative electron attachment to CH\textsubscript{3}Br (e.g., via a diabatic electron capture mechanism\textsuperscript{46−49}) is also possible; however, a detailed discussion of the formation mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper. Several other ionic species are identified in Figure 2 and its caption, including other trihalide anions of interest, ICl\textsubscript{2}− and IBr\textsubscript{2}−. We expect that the formation efficiency of the later anion will increase in an ICl/CH\textsubscript{3}Br expansion.

The triplet structures of the BrICl\textsuperscript{−} and IBr\textsubscript{2}− peaks in Figure 2 (masses 241, 243, 245 and 285, 287, 289, respectively) reflect
the existence of the isotopes of $^{79,81}\text{Br}$ and $^{35,37}\text{Cl}$ (while $^{127}\text{I}$ is the only major natural isotope of iodine). The natural abundance ratios of $^{79}\text{Br}^{81}\text{Br} \approx 1:1$ and $^{35}\text{Cl}^{37}\text{Cl} \approx 3:1$ dictate the following intensity patterns for the BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ peaks: $^{79}\text{Br}^{35}\text{Cl}$/$^{81}\text{Br}^{37}\text{Cl}$ + $^{81}\text{Br}^{35}\text{Cl}$/$^{79}\text{Br}^{37}\text{Cl}$ $\approx 3:4:1$ and $^{79}\text{Br}^{79}\text{Br}^/$ $^{81}\text{Br}^{81}\text{Br} \approx 1:2:1$. The isotope patterns for these and other ions are helpful in assigning the peaks in the mass spectra. For example, the group of four peaks (m = 379, 381, 383, and 385) in Figure 2b labeled as IBr$_2^-$ in the mass spectra. For example, the group of four peaks (m = 379, 381, 383, and 385) in Figure 2b labeled as IBr$_2^-$. These peaks are likely due to a contribution from I$_2^-$. At the spatial focus of the Wiley–McLaren mass spectrometer, the ion beam is crossed with a beam of pulsed laser radiation synchronized to interact only with ions of the desired mass. Other ions are deflected out of the ion beam by a pulsed electrostatic mass gate, positioned before the crossing with the laser beam.

The ion signal is simultaneously monitored with another MCP detector positioned behind the reflector. The laser radiation is generated by one of two femtosecond systems. Each system is based on the same Coherent Mira Ti: sapphire oscillator pumped by a Coherent Nova 90 Ar ion laser. The oscillator output is selectively amplified in an Excel sapphire oscillator pumped by a Coherent Nova 90 Ar ion laser. The oscillator output is filtered to select a narrow range of wavelengths and sent to a frequency multiplier. The frequency-doubled output of the laser (780 nm) is delivered to the two-beam collision region. Background subtraction is performed using computer-controlled shutters in the pump and probe beam paths. To better average out fluctuations, the data acquisition algorithm includes a rapid repetition of identical cycles of several preset pump–probe delays interfaced with background acquisitions. The zero of the delay is found by maximizing the pump–probe sum frequency generation in a KDP crystal before the vacuum chamber entrance window and after the identical exit window and then taking the average of the two measurements. The total experimental time resolution (the correlation width of the pump and probe pulses after passing through optics and the chamber window) is estimated at ~300 fs. The one-photon fragmentation is performed using the femtosecond laser by blocking the near-IR probe beam, except for BrICl$^-$ measurements at $\lambda = 350$–380 nm, for which we used the frequency doubled output of a Quanta-Ray Nd:YAG laser pumped PDL-1 dye laser (~5 ns, 0.7 mJ pulses).

### IV. Experimental Results

#### A. Photodissociation of BrICl$^-$

The photodissociation experiments on BrICl$^-$ are carried out by mass-selecting the $^{79}\text{Br}^{35}\text{Cl}^-$ (m = 241) isotope corresponding to the first peak of the BrICl$^-$ triplet in Figure 2a. The photofragment ion mass spectra of BrICl$^-$ obtained at 350 and 392 nm are shown in parts a and b of Figure 3, respectively. At all wavelengths studied (350–410 nm), the Br$^-$ and ICl$^-$ fragments account for >95% of the photodissociation. Notably, no BrCl$^-$ fragments (m = 114) are observed, indicating that only the BrICl$^-$ species is formed in the ion source, with no noticeable contributions of BrICl$^-$ and IClBr$^+$. This conclusion is in accord with the theoretical findings in section II, indicating that BrICl$^-$ is the most stable form of the anion and the energy gap separating it from the next energetically lower isomer, IBrCl$^-$, is large.

At all wavelengths studied, Br$^-$ is the dominant photofragment with the fractional yield slightly decreasing with the photon energy from 0.8 at $\lambda = 405$ nm to ~0.7 at $\lambda = 350$ nm. The remaining dissociation trajectories mostly lead to the ICl$^-+$ Br channel, whose fractional yield increases with energy from 0.2 at $\lambda = 405$ nm to 0.3 at $\lambda = 350$ nm. As seen in Figure 3, the atomic anion fragments Cl$^-$, Br$^-$, and I$^-$, accounting for ~5% of the total photodissociation yield at $\lambda = 350$ nm, disappear at longer wavelengths.

The time-resolved dynamics of BrICl$^-$ photodissociation are studied by probing the Br$^-$ and ICl$^-$ photofragments with the delayed fundamental output of the laser (780–820 nm). In preliminary experiments with the nanosecond laser, the near-IR absorption spectrum of Br$^-$ was found to be similar to that of I$^-$, with an absorption band around 700–750 nm. The dominant ion fragment of Br$^-$ dissociation via this band is I$^-$; for example, at 720 nm I$^-$ accounts for >98% of the total dissociation yield. Unlike Br$^-$, the photodissociation of ICl$^-$ has been studied previously. Its red absorption band peaks near 700 nm and tails off to <20% of the maximum intensity.
at \( \lambda \geq 750 \) nm. Similar to IBr\(^-\), the I\(^-\) fragment dominates the photodissociation of ICl\(^-\) via this band, accounting for 94% of ionic photofragments at 740 nm.\(^{4,53}\)

In the pump–probe experiment, the \( \sim 400 \) nm pump dissociates BrCl\(^-\) to form IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\) fragments (see Figure 3b), which are then dissociated by the \( \sim 800 \) nm probe pulse to yield predominantly I\(^-\) fragments. We monitor the two-photon (pump–probe) yield of I\(^-\) as a function of pump–probe delay. Figure 4 shows the resulting time-dependent signals measured with 400 nm pump/800 nm probe and 410 nm pump/820 nm probe. Both IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\) produced in the photodissociation of BrCl\(^-\) are formed in highly excited vibrational states, which may efficiently absorb light to the red of the absorption maxima of relaxed IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\). In the time-dependent dynamics shown in Figure 4, we do not resolve the contributions of the IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\) channels to the pump–probe I\(^-\) signal. However, we attribute most of the observed signal to IBr\(^-\). While this assumption suffers from the lack of knowledge of the relative absorption cross sections of the highly excited vibrational states of IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\), it is reasonable based on the 3–4 times greater observed yield of IBr\(^-\) relative to that of ICl\(^-\).

The sharp initial peaks in parts a and b of Figure 4, with the rise times determined by the time resolution, may be partially attributed to the probe photon absorption by an excited state of BrCl\(^-\). However, if the dissociation is direct, this excited-state correlates with the IBr\(^+\) + Cl and/or ICl\(^+\) + Br channel(s). Therefore, the initial peak may be viewed as arising from the probe-photon absorption by IBr\(^-\) (ICl\(^-\)) perturbed by the proximity of the Cl (Br) neutral fragment. Alternatively, a part of the initial absorption may be attributed to the excited BrCl\(^-\), while the rest is due to the IBr\(^-\) (ICl\(^-\)) fragment.

Following the initial peak, several periodic oscillations are discernible in the signal in Figure 4. To highlight these oscillations, the experimental curves are superimposed with sine waves with periods of 600 fs in Figure 4a and 530 fs in Figure 4b. The oscillations are attributed to the motion of an IBr\(^-\) wave packet created in the impulsive dissociation of BrCl\(^-\).

**B. Photodissociation of IBr\(_2\)\(^-\).** The one-photon photofragmentation experiments on IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) and time-resolved measurements at short delays (<10 ps) were carried out on the 3\(^{9}\text{Br}\)Br\(^8\text{Br}\\(_{-}\) (\(m = 287\)) isotope, which corresponds to the most intense peak of the IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) triplet in Figure 2b. A photofragment ion mass spectrum of IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) obtained at 402 nm is shown in Figure 5 (bold line). As in the case of BrCl\(^-\), diatomic anion fragments (IBr\(^-\)) account for >95% of the photodissociation, and the Br\(_2\)\(^-\) fragment is not observed. In agreement with the ab initio findings in section II, this result indicates that only the most stable isomer, the BrBr\(^-\) species, is produced in the ion source, with no noticeable contributions of IBrBr\(^-\).

A small fraction of the IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) dissociation yield (<5%) leads to atomic anion fragments Br\(^-\) and I\(^-\). Unlike BrCl\(^-\), these fragments do not disappear at lower photon energies up to 410 nm. The photofragment mass spectrum shown by the bold line in Figure 5 is representative of photodissociation in the entire 390–410 nm range. We also carried out a measurement using a combination of 391 and 261 nm pulses (second and third harmonics) and observed a manyfold (>10) increase in the yield of I\(^-\) compared to that shown in Figure 5. Because the 261 nm light leads to the photodetachment of the 391 nm fragment, IBr\(^-\), rather than its dissociation, the observed increase in the I\(^-\) yield is attributed to the photodissociation of IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) at 261 nm.

The time-resolved dynamics of IBr\(_2\)\(^-\) photodissociation at 390–410 nm are studied using the same approach as described for BrCl\(^-\). The appearance and vibrational dynamics of the IBr\(^-\) photofragment are probed at varied delay with the fundamental laser output (~800 nm), which further dissociates the IBr\(^-\) fragment to yield primarily I\(^-\). Unlike BrCl\(^-\), where the observed two-photon signal can originate from both IBr\(^-\) and ICl\(^-\) one-photon fragments, there is no ambiguity in the case of IBr\(_2\)\(^-\). However, because the asymmetric 79Br\(^8\text{Br}\)I\(_{-}\) isotope is mass selected in the experiment, the observed two-photon signal derives equally from the I\(^{79}\text{Br}\)\(^-\) and I\(^{81}\text{Br}\) one-
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because the probe radiation is not absorbed by IBr2 similar to the pump-only mass spectrum shown by the bold line, pump photon fragments (see the IBr− doublet in Figure 5). The vibrational frequencies of the two IBr− isotopes differ by only 0.77%, and thus the short-term (<10 ps) vibrational dynamics are unaffected by the superposition of the two frequencies. However, the mismatch becomes important on time scales of tens of picoseconds.54

The two-photon I− signal is superimposed upon the one-photon I− from IBr2− dissociation by the pump beam. The thin lines in Figure 5 show portions of the photofragment mass spectra obtained in the pump (402 nm) and probe (804 nm) measurements at different delays. The bottom spectrum, recorded with the probe pulse arriving 5 ps before the pump, is similar to the pump-only mass spectrum shown by the bold line, because the probe radiation is not absorbed by IBr2−. The middle trace, obtained at a 0.1 ps delay, shows a marked increase in the I− intensity resulting from the two-photon formation of this fragment. The Br− intensity remains unaffected because mostly I− is produced in IBr− dissociation in the near-IR. At longer delays, the intensity of the I− peak reduces again but stays above the one-photon background level.

The time delay dependence of the two-photon I− signal (with the one-photon background subtracted) is shown in Figure 6 for three different combinations of the pump and probe wavelengths. The overall patterns are similar to those observed in BrCl−, however, the intensity of the initial peak compared to the long-delay signal is markedly greater in IBr2−. This intensity exhibits a downtrend with increasing pump and probe wavelengths. The reduction may be due to a decrease in the excited-state absorption in IBr2−, or alternatively, due to an increase in the probe absorption by vibrationally excited IBr−.

Similar to BrCl−, periodic oscillations in the pump−probe I− signal are observed and attributed to IBr− vibrational motion. In Figure 6, these oscillations are highlighted with sine waves superimposed with the experimental curves. The oscillation periods that best describe the experimental curves exhibit a decreasing trend with increasing pump and probe wavelengths, about 800 fs for 391 nm pump/782 nm probe (Figure 6a), 650 fs for 402/804 nm (Figure 6b), and 620 fs for 407/814 nm (Figure 6c). This trend likely reflects the excitation and probing of progressively lower vibrational levels in IBr−.

The IBr2− anion presents a good system for studying the long-term wave packet dynamics. Unlike BrCl−, where the I− pump−probe fragments may be formed via both the IBr− and ICl− channels, in the case of IBr− there is only one intermediate fragment, IBr−. We unsuccessfully searched for the revival of the vibrational wave packet by mass-selecting the F9Br2− parent anion and scanning the pump−probe delay in the vicinities of 18 and 29 ps, as predicted in section V.C. Our inability to observe wave packet revivals in IBr− may be due to several factors. Among them are insufficient time resolution, smearing out the weak revival signal (see the weak oscillations observed at short delays); and possibly the smearing of the revivals themselves due to several sources discussed in section V.C.

V. Discussion

A. Dissociation Channels and Mechanisms. The photofragmentation pattern of BrCl−, yielding primarily IBr− and ICl−, but no BrCl+, indicates that only the I-centered isomer of BrCl− is produced in the ion source. Similarly, the fragmentation of IBr2− to Br + IBr−, but never to Br2− + I, indicates that the symmetric BrIBr− isomer is the only IBr2− species in the parent ion beam. These conclusions are in accord with the ab initio results in section II.

The propensity toward the IBr− fragment in the case of BrCl− indicates that the excited-state potential energy surface has a larger gradient in the direction of the I−Cl stretch compared to the I−Br stretch. The existence of two distinct major channels accessed by the same transition opens a possibility for future experiments to control the branching ratio by laser-shaping the excited-state wave function to favor one or the other channel.

An important distinction between the BrCl− and IBr2− results and the previous studies of gas-phase I− is that in the latter case similar yields of the diatomic (I2−) and atomic (I−) fragment anions were observed at 390 nm.12,13 In contrast, for BrCl− and IBr2−, the atomic anion fragments account for <5% of the total near-UV dissociation yield.

In the case of gas-phase I+3, three-body dissociation has been implicated by Neumark and co-workers in the formation of the I− fragment.12,13 According to Figure 1, the I + I− + I dissociation channel lies slightly above the 3.2 eV energy of 390 nm photons used in the experiment. However, as pointed out in section II, the DFT calculations overestimate the bond...
dissociation energies. We concur that the $1^+ + I^- + I$ channel is energetically accessible in the Neumark experiment and likely accounts for the large yield of $I^-$. However, the respective pathways in BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ are higher in energy than in I$_2^-$ (see Figure 1) and it is unclear whether they are accessible in our experiments. Because of this uncertainty, we cannot confidently rule in or out the three particle pathways as the source of the atomic anion fragments in the photodissociation of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ at 3.0–3.5 eV. The atomic anion fragments can also be formed by a sequential mechanism involving the formation of IBr$^-$ or ICl$^-$ fragments in excited states, which further break up to form the atomic fragments. This mechanism requires as much energy as the direct three-body dissociation.

The small yield of atomic anion fragments is either an indication of a dynamically constrained dissociation mechanism or a result of the energetic proximity to the channel threshold (small RRKM rate). A stringent dynamical constraint hardly applies to the three-body dissociation, since the production of I$^-$ in a three-body photodissociation of I$_2^-$ is very efficient, but the threshold proximity and competition with other dissociation channels can explain the small three-body dissociation yield. However, an RRKM-type argument runs into difficulty if one considers the similar yields of I$^-$ and Br$^-$ from IBr$_2^-$, despite the 0.24 eV energy gap between the Br$^- + I^- + Br$ and Br$^- + I$ + Br channel thresholds (see Figure 1). Thus, the observed small yields of atomic anion fragments of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ favor a different, indirect mechanism of their formation, other than the three-body dissociation.

An additional dynamical argument against the three-body dissociation near 400 nm is the observation of a marked increase in the I$^-$ yield from IBr$_2^-$ at 261 nm (4.75 eV). This result indicates that when the three-body pathway does open, it leads to preferential charge localization on the middle atom of the parent anion, that is I$^-$. This is not what is observed at longer wavelengths; the yields of I$^-$ and Br$^-$ from IBr$_2^-$ at ~400 nm are comparable (Figure 5), while for BrICl$^-$, the 350 nm yield of I$^-$ is, to the contrary, smaller than that of Cl$^-$ and Br$^-$ [Figure 3a]. However, it is possible that different electronic states of the parent are accessed at ~400 and 261 nm, which may lead to different types of three-body dissociation.

Thus, further studies are needed to determine conclusively whether the atomic anion fragments observed in the near-UV dissociation of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$ are formed via three-body breakup channels. On the basis of the available evidence, the lower two-body channels yielding an atomic anion and a neutral diatom (see Figure 1) are as likely to be responsible for the observed Br$^-$ and Cl$^-$ fragments. In this case, the small yield of these fragments can be explained by an indirect mechanism involving internal conversion from the bright state, which itself does not correlate with these dissociation channels. Additionally, the observed highly excited IBr$^-$ fragments open a possibility that some of the Br$^-$ fragments are formed by subsequent dissociation of some of the initial IBr$^-$ excited above the Br$^- + I$ dissociation threshold.

The two-body $1^+ + BrCl$ or $I^- + Br$ pathways are less likely to account for the observed I$^-$ fragments. Given the [Br$^- + I$ + Cl$^-]$ and [Br$^- + I$ + Br$^-]$ structures of the parent anions, these pathways require significant nuclear rearrangement and the bond formation between initially separated atoms. Although not very likely, such mechanism is not impossible considering the bent structures of some of the excited states of trihalides and the observed very small yields of I$^-$. 

B. Vibrational Dynamics of IBr$^-$ Fragments. Upon photodissociation of a trihalide anion to a diatomic anion and an atom, the antibonding excess electron, which is delocalized between two bonds in the ground state of the parent, localizes on a single bond of the diatomic fragment. In the valence picture, both bonds in IBr$_2^-$ and I$^-$ are of ~3/4 order, while in the IBr$^-$ and I$_2^-$ fragments, the bond order is reduced to 1/2. Thus, the I−−Br and I−I bonds in the diatomic anion fragments are initially compressed relative to the relaxed diatomic and the fragments are formed in vibrationally excited states at a short bond length. The same is true for BrICl$^-$ dissociating to IBr$^- + Cl$ and ICl$^-$ + Br.

Figure 7 shows the equilibrium bond lengths of BrICl$^-$, IBr$_2^-$, and I$^-$, along with the IBr$^-$, ICl$^-$, and I$_2^-$ fragments, calculated using the DFT method described in section II. The numbers in parentheses indicate the bond elongation upon dissociation of the respective trihalide anion. On the basis of these calculations, we expect higher vibrational excitation in IBr$^-$ and ICl$^-$ formed in the photodissociation of BrICl$^-$ and IBr$_2^-$, compared to the I$_2^-$ fragment of I$^-$.

The periodic oscillations observed in the pump—probe measurements on BrICl$^-$ (Figure 4) and IBr$_2^-$ (Figure 6) are attributed to the wave packet motion on the IBr$^-$ potential. Because the pump pulse is shorter than the IBr$^-$ fragment vibrational period, the fragment formed is a coherent superposition of vibrational levels. The IBr$^-$ absorbs the probe light when the initially compact wave packet passes through an absorption window, which is likely localized on the outer wall of the potential. Following several round-trips, the wave packet delocalizes, because of the anharmonicity of the potential, and the signal oscillations cease. (In the case of BrICl$^-$, there may also be a contribution of ICl$^-$ fragment to the two-photon I$^-$ signal. Here, we neglect this possibility taking into account the ~4:1 branching ratio of one-photon IBr$^-$ and ICl$^-$ fragments.)

The observed vibrational periods range from about 530 to 600 fs for BrICl$^-$ photodissociation and from 620 to 800 fs for IBr$_2^-$, corresponding to frequencies of 63 to 56 cm$^{-1}$ and 54 to 42 cm$^{-1}$, respectively.

The ground-state vibrational frequency of IBr$^-$ has been recently measured to be $\omega_0 = 136$ cm$^{-1}$. With the Morse oscillator model, the classical vibrational frequency scales as
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\[ \omega(E) = \omega_0(F/D_o)^{1/2} \]  

where $D_o$ is the dissociation energy and $E$ is the energy below the I + Br$^-$ threshold (i.e., the vibrational energy $E_v = D_o - E$). Using eq 1, the frequencies of 63 to 56 cm$^{-1}$ observed in BrICl$^-\,$ dissociation correspond to average vibrational excitations ranging from 0.79 to 0.83 of the IBr$^-\,$ dissociation energy ($D_o \approx 1$ eV). For IBr$_2^-\,$ dissociation, the observed range of vibrational frequencies (54–42 cm$^{-1}$) corresponds to excitations of 0.84 to 0.91 of $D_o$.

In comparison, Zanni et al. observed coherent I$_3^-$ vibration with a period of 550 fs (60 cm$^{-1}$) in the photodissociation of I$_3^-\,$ at 390 nm.\textsuperscript{12,13} Given the 110 cm$^{-1}$ ground-state I$_2^-$ vibrational frequency,\textsuperscript{42} the observed oscillations correspond to an average vibrational excitation of 0.7 of the I$_2^-$ dissociation energy.

To simulate the dynamics of highly excited vibrational states, a high quality IBr$^-\,$ potential is needed. Figure 8a (symbols) shows the potential calculated using second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2).\textsuperscript{55–57} The symbols in Figure 8b show the potential obtained by quadratic configuration-interaction calculation, including single and double excitations (QCISD).\textsuperscript{58} Both calculations rely on the spin-unrestricted Hartree–Fock method and employ the basis sets described in section II.\textsuperscript{35} We caution that both calculations do not account for the spin–orbit coupling. The parameters of both potentials are summarized in Table 2. The MP2 calculation predicts the IBr$^-\,$ bond dissociation energy $D_o = 1.04$ eV and the ground-state vibrational frequency $\omega_o = 136.8$ cm$^{-1}$, the latter parameter being in agreement with the recent experiment of Gershgoren and Ruhman (136 cm$^{-1}$).\textsuperscript{31} The QCISD calculation predicts $D_o = 0.95$ eV and $\omega_o = 127.4$ cm$^{-1}$. The solid lines in parts a and b of Figure 8 represent the Morse-potential fits with the parameters given in Table 2. Both the MP2 and QCISD potentials exhibit marked deviations from the respective Morse fits at the long range. This is not surprising, because the longrange IBr$^-\,$ potential is best characterized by the ion–neutral interaction scaling as $R^{-4}$, whereas the Morse potential scales exponentially with distance. Both the MP2 and the QCISD potentials approximately follow the $R^{-4}$ scaling in the intermediate distance range from ~5 to 9 Å but deviate from it at larger distances. The deviations are attributed to the difficulties associated with calculating the electronic wave functions at such large separations.

We observe that the average fragment vibrational excitation in BrICl$^-\,$ and IBr$_2^-\,$ photodissociation is greater than that in the case of I$_3^-\,$. The degree of vibrational excitation depends on the geometry change upon dissociation, the energetics and structure of the excited electronic states, and the excitation energy. According to the optimized geometries in Figure 7, the elongation of the I–Br bond in BrICl$^-\,$ and IBr$_2^-\,$ dissociation is ~0.02 Å greater than the corresponding elongation of the I–I bond in I$_3^-\,$ dissociation. Seemingly insignificant, the extra 0.02 Å of impulsive bond stretching corresponds to an additional vibrational excitation of ~0.1$D_o$ if one considers the IBr$^-\,$ inner potential wall gradient at $E_v \approx 0.8$ eV (Figure 8) and assumes a similar gradient for the I$_2^-$ potential. Therefore, among other factors, the bond elongation may account for the higher fragment excitation in our experiments.

C. Wave Packet Dynamics near Dissociation Threshold.

The revivals of the IBr$^-\,$ wave packet, which we were unable to observe, may be smeared because of the decay of the revival structure itself. While we cannot rule out experimental factors (i.e., insufficient time resolution) as being responsible for the lack of revivals in the data, other possible sources include rotational dephasing and the multiplicity of the spin–orbit surfaces asymptotically accessed in the dissociation. However, we are cautious about considering these factors, because Neumark and co-workers did observe wave packet revivals in a similar system (I$_3^-$) and under similar experimental conditions.\textsuperscript{12,13}

In this section, we consider analytically and by means of computer simulations an effect that may play a larger role in IBr$_2^-\,$ and BrICl$^-\,$, compared to I$_3^-\,$, namely, the effect of the proximity to the dissociation threshold on wave packet dynamics in highly excited vibrational states. We show that the revivals of the IBr$^-\,$ wave packet may be smeared by a high-order anharmonicity near the threshold. While the following theoretical analysis is not a unique interpretation of the experiment, we believe that it is of general interest.

The time-dependent wave function of a packet is given by

\[ \psi(x,t) = \sum_i c_i \phi_i(x) \exp[-iE(v)t/\hbar] \]  

Figure 8. Symbols: the ground electronic state IBr$^-\,$ potential calculated using the (a) MP2 and (b) QCISD methods, as described in the text. Lines: least-squares fits to the calculated potentials with a Morse function. Parameters of the two potentials and their respective Morse fits are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Parameters of the MP2 and QCISD Potentials of IBr$^-\,$ and Their Fits with a Morse Function, as Shown in Figure 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Parameters</th>
<th>MP2</th>
<th>QCISD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_o$ dissociation energy, eV</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_e$ equilibrium I–Br distance, Å</td>
<td>3.012</td>
<td>3.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground-state harmonic frequency, cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>136.8</td>
<td>127.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morse Fit Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D(Morse)$, eV</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_e(Morse)$, Å</td>
<td>3.012</td>
<td>3.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ (Morse exponent), $Å^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>1.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where $v$ is the vibrational quantum number, and $c_i$ and $a_i(x)$ are the level amplitudes and spatial wave functions. The initial wave packet created in the experiment is real and localized; for a short time, it behaves classically. The pump–probe experiment measures the wave packet position with a finite resolution, and during this short time, we observe oscillations in the signal.

The delocalization of the wave packet and its subsequent revivals come about because the levels $E(v)$ of a quantum system are not uniformly spaced. The anharmonicity can be accounted for by expanding the level energies in a Taylor series as a function of $v$:

$$E(v) = E(\bar{v}) + (v - \bar{v}) \frac{\partial E}{\partial v}|_{\bar{v}} + \frac{(v - \bar{v})^2}{2!} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial v^2}|_{\bar{v}} + \frac{(v - \bar{v})^3}{3!} \frac{\partial^3 E}{\partial v^3}|_{\bar{v}} + \ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\bar{v}$ is the average level quantum number of the wave packet. Equation 3 can be rewritten in the form:

$$E(v) = E(\bar{v}) + 2\pi \hbar \frac{(v - \bar{v})}{T_{cl}} \pm 2\pi \hbar \frac{\partial E}{\partial v}|_{\bar{v}} \pm \frac{2\pi \hbar (v - \bar{v})^2}{T_{rev}} + \ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\pm$'s denote the signs of the respective derivatives in eq 3. $T_{cl} = 2\pi/\omega$ is the classical vibrational period,

$$T_{rev} = 2T_{cl} \left| \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial E} |_{\bar{v}} \right|^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

is the wave packet “revival” period, and

$$T_{d} = \frac{6T_{cl}}{\hbar} \left| \frac{\partial^2 \omega}{\partial E^2} |_{\bar{v}} \right|^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

is a new time scale whose meaning is explained below. Higher order time scales involved in the expansion in eq 4 can be defined in a similar way.

In the well-known case corresponding to the Morse oscillator, expansion (3–4) is cut off after the quadratic term, which describes the first-order anharmonicity. If all higher order terms are neglected or identically zero (as for the Morse oscillator), the wave packet dynamics involve two time scales: the classical period $T_{cl}$ (given by the linear term) and the revival period $T_{rev}$ (quadratic term). However, neglecting the cubic and other higher order terms is justified only if the anharmonicity is described by a single parameter. In real systems, this is usually not the case and, in addition to the classical period and revival time, other time scales starting with $T_{d}$ (eq 6) are involved in the dynamics. Similar to the cessation of classical oscillations, the periodic revivals of the wave packet should cease after a certain propagation time, as the cubic and higher order terms in eq 4, substituted into time-dependent eq 2, become nonnegligible. The smearing of the revival structure is described by the cubic term in eq 4. If the quadrupole and higher order terms can be neglected, $T_{d}$ represents the period of subsequent reconstructions of the revival structure (i.e., second-order revivals).

For the Morse oscillator, the frequency scaling with energy is given by eq 1, and $T_{d}$, as given by eq 6, is identically 1/0 or infinity, independent of energy. Therefore, on a Morse potential, the wave packet dynamics are strictly described in terms of oscillations and periodic revivals. Below, we show that for a general potential the higher-order terms “explode” near the dissociation threshold.

For the revival picture to be valid, the condition for neglecting the cubic and higher-order terms in eq 4 must be satisfied:

$$1/T_{rev} \gg |v - \bar{v}|/T_{d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Using a general power law for the long-range scaling of the potential,

$$V(R) = -aR^{-n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

it is easy to show that the frequency threshold law is

$$\omega(E) = \alpha E^{(1/2 + 1/n)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $a$ and $\alpha$ are constants. Using eqs 5, 6, and 9, eq 7 leads to

$$E \gg \left( \frac{2\hbar a}{3n} \right) (v - \bar{v})^{2n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Near the dissociation threshold, $E \to 0$, the condition of eq 10 breaks down and with it the periodic revival picture of the wave packet dynamics. Because this condition must be valid for all terms with significant amplitude in eq 2, we must consider the case of $|v - \bar{v}| \approx N$, where $N$ is the number of vibrational levels in the wave packet. For potentials with $n > 2$, the number of bound levels is finite, and $N$ scales as $N \propto \Delta E/\omega \propto |DV|/dR/\omega$, where the potential gradient is taken at the initial wave packet position. In our experiments, the initial position is on the inner wall of the IBr$^-$ potential and both the energy range $\Delta E$ and the level density (proportional to $1/\omega$) increase with $E_v$. Therefore, $N$ is increasing rapidly near the dissociation threshold. In the simplest approximation, the energy spread is given by the reflection principle, projecting the parent (IBr$^-_N$) ground-state wave function on the quantum levels of the fragment (IBr$^-_N$). Ballpark estimates give $\Delta E \approx 0.5 \text{ eV}$.

For near-threshold IBr$^-$, the long-range potential is best characterized by the ion–neutral interaction, which scales as $R^{-4}$ (i.e., $n = 4$). For this type of potential, the number of bound levels in the energy region between $E_v = 0.8D_0$ and the dissociation threshold is $N \approx 10^5$. Estimating other relevant parameters, the right-hand side of eq 10 is $\approx 0.08 \text{ eV}$, meaning that the revival picture of the wave packet dynamics is valid only for $E_v \ll 0.92D_0$.

To check the above analysis, we performed time-dependent wave packet propagations on the MP2 and QCISD potentials shown in Figure 8. The wave function was represented on an equally spaced grid of 2048 points ranging from 1.7 to 15 Å. We used the Fourier method to perform the kinetic energy operation. To construct the potential from the ab initio calculated points, spline interpolation was used. The initial wave function was represented by a Gaussian function with full width at half maximum of 0.1 Å, located at the inner turning point of the potential with a varying average energy ($E_v$). The propagation in time was carried out by a Chebychev polynomial expansion of the evolution operator. An optical potential was added to the far end of the grid to absorb all continuous parts of the wave packet. The expected experimental signal is calculated by a convolution of the square of the wave function with a Gaussian window function, located at $R = 4.5$ and 0.4 Å wide, representing the probe pulse absorption. This method assumes a weak and impulsive probe step.
clearly observed. At higher energies (where higher order time scales are important. On the other hand, the anharmonicity of the potential and become important near the dissociation threshold on the dynamics of coherent wave packets. We have analyzed these dynamics both analytically and by means of wave packet simulations and shown that additional, higher order time scales begin to play a role, in addition to the periods of classical vibrations and wave packet revivals. We observe vibrational coherence in IBr products corresponding to excitations of ~0.8D0(IBr) in BrICl dissociation, and up to ~0.9D0 in IBr2 dissociation. The high degrees of vibrational excitation raise questions about the effect of the proximity to the dissociation threshold on the dynamics of coherent wave packets. We have analyzed these dynamics both analytically and by means of wave packet simulations and shown that additional, higher order time scales begin to play a role, in addition to the periods of classical vibrations and wave packet revivals. The higher order time scales are due to the nonlinear anharmonicity of the potential and become important near the threshold, resulting in the smearing of wave packet revivals.

**VI. Summary**

This work is the first study of mixed trihalide anions in the gas phase. We reported the photochemistry and photodissociation dynamics of BrICl− IBr2− and IBr− anions near 400 nm. For BrICl−, we observe two major photodissociation channels, yielding IBr− and ICl− with a branching ratio of ~0.4:1, which varies slightly depending on the wavelength. The photodissociation of IBr2− yields primarily IBr− anion products. No BrICl− and BrF− products are formed from BrICl− and IBr2−, respectively, and the parent anions are ascribed linear [Br−I−Cl]− and [Br−I−Br]− structures, in agreement with ab initio calculations. Small (<5%) yields of atomic fragment anions are also observed. The IBr− and ICl− fragments are formed in highly excited vibrational states, and their dynamics are probed by femtosecond pump–probe fragment mass spectroscopy. We observe vibrational coherence in IBr− products corresponding to excitations of ~0.8D0(IBr) in BrICl dissociation, and up to ~0.9D0 in IBr2− dissociation. The high degrees of vibrational excitation raise questions about the effect of the proximity to the dissociation threshold on the dynamics of coherent wave packets. We have analyzed these dynamics both analytically and by means of wave packet simulations and shown that additional, higher order time scales begin to play a role, in addition to the periods of classical vibrations and wave packet revivals. The higher order time scales are due to the nonlinear anharmonicity of the potential and become important near the threshold, resulting in the smearing of wave packet revivals.
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